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THE JAPAN EXPO
_________________________________________
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STOP ABANDONING DOGS
_________________________________________

What is it?

Why?

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

By Gwendal DECKMIN

By Célia CHAL

In France, every hour more than 11 pets
The Japan expo is a big convention
whose main theme is the Japanese culture. This
convention takes only place in France, in
different cities: Japan expo Paris, Japan expo
Marseille and Japan expo Dijon.

are abandoned, that is to say about 100,000
abandons a year; 60,000 are done in the
summer. The SPA takes in part of these
abandoned animals in 62 rescue centres
(refuges) across France.

At the japan expo there is a lot of things, like
cosplay, video games and conferences. For
example at the Japan expo 2017 in Marseille,
the singer MisakaIsawa came and sang. That
was for the 8th anniversary of the “Japan expo
Sud”.
The japan expo gathers a total of 238,214
tickets in one year. There are lots of different
type exhibitions like : artists, manga shop,
manga goodies, cosplay shop, video games and
celebrities conferences (celebrities in relation to
Japan).
At the Japan Expo there is a lot of people who
wear “cosplay” (a costume of fiction character),
and they can participate in the Cosplay contest;
if you have the best cosplay, you can win a
prize.

This poor dog that is left at the side of the road
becomes sad and unhappy! An animal is like a
human being: it must not be abandoned. It's
incomprehensible! He may die of thirst or
hunger...
They need love and tenderness!
When we have pets, we must accept this
responsibility! So do it.
There are too many animals who are at the SPA
because they have been abandoned. How sad
and poor they are!
TAKE CARE OF YOUR ANIMAL PLEASE!
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WHY GO VEGAN?
__________________________________________
Amazonia’s fires, heat waves, animal
treatments, are topics which are debated a
lot about nowadays. It is the reason why
furthermore people are asking themselves
how to change their habits.
__________________________________________

By Karoline CHEVALLEY
Veganism is a way of living where people
do their best to exclude all forms of cruelty.
Most people are completely unaware of how
cruel, unhealthy and destructive “eating
animals” is. Here are different good reasons to
become vegan.
1) Vegan for the animals
You make a victim every time you eat animal
products. Animals feel pleasure and joy, despair
and fear, and lots of other emotions too. And
like us, animals want to eat, live and raise their
young ones without being harmed. But the mass
production of animals hurts them more than we
can imagine. Every hour more than 6 million
animals are killed for food, which makes 56
billion animals every single year.
2) Vegan for our planet
According to Oxford University researchers,
going vegan is the ‘single biggest way’ we can
reduce our environmental impact. The entire
transportation sector accounts for 13% of the
global greenhouse gas emissions. Farming is
51%.You can reduce your carbon footprint by
50% just by going vegan.
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Every time you eat a meat hamburger, you use
660 gallons of water (=2500L), that’s 2 months
of showers. 55% of the water we use is for
agriculture. It also accounts for 91% of amazon
rainforest destruction.
Being vegan is the best way we can protect our
planet.
3) Vegan for our health
Eating meat is the number one leading risk
factor of disability and death. Food of animals’
origin contains cholesterol which move in your
arteries and restrict blood flow to certain areas.
Animals’ products are generally proinflammatory which means they create
inflammation in your body. This means stress.
Removing stress from your diet brings you more
energy and a better well-being.
4) How is milk made?
When the cow gives birth, her baby, the calf, is
taken away from her. She has not one single
second with it and will never see it again..If the
calve is a male, the farmer takes him to
slaughterhouse for meat, and if it is a female,
she is put in a tiny cage and will be used to make
babies and milk. They are bred to produce more
milk than they naturally would. After 3-4 years
of that cycle, the dairy industry sends them to
the slaughterhouse.
There is no human way to kill an animal. There is
no animal who want to die. That is exactly what
we are paying for, every single time we buy
products from the animal industry.
“We don’t need to eat anyone who would run,
swim, or fly away if they could”
James Cromwell
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What if you meet the victim first? Will you still
want them to die? Or will you eat something
else?
It’s time to rise up, stop stubbornness, fear and
apprehension! Stop abusing animals, stop
paying for others to abuse them! You will be so
proud of yourself.
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WHY DON’T GO VEGAN ?
__________________________________________

Are vegans always saying truth
about veganism? Actually no,
they don’t. Sometimes vegans
don’t say the all truth…
__________________________________________

Go Vegan, Go Love!
Being vegan is being kind. And isn’t the kind of
world we all want?

FISHING !
_________________________________________

By Natan METIN

Fishing is a real sport! You can fish near
a lake,in a boat, and in a submarine!
To fish, you must have a fishing card,a fishing
line, a fishing rod, and a reel.

You can fish various species in our rivers and
ponds and lakes: pike, carp, trout, stud, roach,
catfish….
You can only fish during the fishing season.

By Paul BURGNIARD

This morning one of my friends who is
vegan told me “Meat is the first cause of
mortality in the world.” According to the W.H.O.
(World Health Organization) there are 420 000
yearly deaths from food poisoning (including
vegetables) against 800 000 yearly deaths from
suicide.
Everybody is talking about the 15 000L of water
used to have one Kg of meat but this number
isn’t actually so true because it counts the rain
which is fallen on the fields during the whole
cow’s life - 94% of the final number - and the
volume loss due to the filtering which is the
sand stopped by filters - 3% of the final
number.(numbers
from
https://www.laviande.fr). That let us with a true 50L per Kg of
meat
Is veganism healthy?
Yes of course, but only if you take enough
chemical nutritional supplements like B12
vitamin (essential for neuronal transmission)
and if you're strong enough against sickness and
have a health monitoring.
What about ethic?
One of the firsts line argument of vegans is
“killing is bad” or “a life is a life” but the
vegetables you use to eat are alive too and the
pesticides on them kills billions of innocent
insects and you can’t do anything against that.
It’s a fact that you can’t live without killing
anything ….

